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Research Hypothesis

The Aspect-oriented URN (AoURN) [11] effort extends the User Requirements
Notation (URN) [2, 14] with aspects. To date and to the best of our knowledge,
no standardized framework unifying goal-oriented, scenario-based, and aspectoriented concepts exists. The goal of this research is to do this with minimal
changes to URN in order to ensure that requirements engineers can continue
working with familiar notations while at the same time providing better encapsulation for all types of concerns at the goal and scenario-level (regardless of
whether concerns crosscut or not). Aspects can improve the modularity, reusability, scalability, and maintainability of URN models. Considering the strong overlap between non-functional requirements (NFRs) and crosscutting concerns, aspects can help bridge the gap between goals and scenarios. Furthermore, Early
Aspects (EA) research can benefit from a standardized way of modeling NFRs
(and therefore crosscutting concerns) with AoURN.
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Introduction to Technical Problem

By the end of the 1990s, Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [8] allowed software engineers to better encapsulate, at the implementation level, crosscutting
concerns (i.e. aspects) which are notoriously difficult to modularize with a single
dominant modularization technique alone (e.g. with object-oriented concepts).
During the last decade, the research community has shifted its emphasis more
to Early Aspects (EA) [6] by investigating ways of addressing crosscutting concerns in requirements and design models. Two of the most common requirements
engineering models are goal-oriented and scenario-based models. The User Requirements Notation (URN) [2, 14] is the first and currently only standardization
effort that combines goal and scenario models in one language. The Aspectoriented URN (AoURN) [11] aims to extend URN with aspect concepts.
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3.1

Overview of Related Work
User Requirements Notation

The User Requirements Notation (URN) [2, 14], a standardization effort of the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T Z.150 Series), contains two complementary modeling languages for goals and scenarios. The Goal-oriented Requirement Language (GRL) is a visual modeling notation for business goals

and non-functional requirements (NFRs) of many stakeholders, for alternatives
to be considered, for decisions that were made, and for rationales that helped
make these decisions. GRL supports reasoning about goals and NFRs with the
help of GRL strategies and an evaluation mechanism that propagates low-level
decisions regarding alternatives to satisfaction ratings of high-level stakeholder
goals and NFRs. Use Case Maps (UCMs) are a visual scenario notation that
focuses on the causal flow of behavior superimposed on a structure of components. UCMs depict the interaction of architectural entities while abstracting
from message and data details. UCMs support the definition of scenarios including pre-conditions and post-conditions. A scenario describes a specific path
through the UCM model where only one alternative at any choice point is taken.
Furthermore, URN allows URN links to be established between any modeling
elements. Over the last decade, GRL and UCMs have successfully been used not
just for telecommunication systems but in many application domains [14].
3.2

Early Aspects

As the Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation (AoURN) [11] makes use of
goal and scenario models, we will briefly review aspect-oriented approaches to
requirements engineering that apply to goal and scenario models. For a comparison of these approaches to AoURN or an introduction to aspects, see [10–12].
In Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) with Use Cases [4], Jacobson and Ng consider a well-written use case a concern. Extension points identify a step in a use case where an extension may occur. Pointcuts in other use
cases reference such extension points. Aspects allow use cases to be encapsulated
throughout the software development lifecycle.
In Scenario Modeling with Aspects [4], Whittle and Araújo model aspectual
scenarios with sequence-diagram-like interaction pattern specifications (IPS) and
state machine pattern specifications (SMPS). IPS and SMPS define roles which
can be bound to elements in other sequence diagrams and state machines.
In the Aspectual Use Case Driven Approach [4], Araújo and Moreira visualize
how crosscutting non-functional requirements captured with templates are linked
to functional requirements (use case diagrams or sequence diagrams). Activity
pattern specifications (APS) similar to the aforementioned IPS and SMPS are
used. In addition, new use-case relationships allow the impact of one use case on
another to be described (restricting or contributing positively/negatively).
Barros and Gomes [3] apply aspect-orientation to activity diagrams (AD) by
describing ways to merge stereotyped nodes in one AD with nodes in another.
Whittle et al. [15] propose a metamodel-based aspect composition technique
that uses graph transformation formalisms. This approach can be applied to any
model for which a metamodel has been defined.
In the Use Case Map (UCM) community, de Bruin and van Vliet [5] allow
behaviour to be added before and after a UCM by explicitly adding “Pre” and
“Post” stubs (placeholders for sub-maps) to the UCM.
Yu et al. [16] identify aspects in goal models based on relationships between
functional and non-functional goals. Goal aspects are proposed to address scal-

ability issues but it is pointed out that the goal aspects’ syntax still requires
further research.
Alencar et al. [1] identify aspects in i* models. Their extensions to aspectoriented concepts, however, do not fully separate concerns from other concerns.
Kaiya and Saeki [7] propose a pattern-based technique to compose viewpoints. The approach lacks formalization and limits its composition to a simple
combinatorial approach instead of more powerful pointcut expressions.
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Sketch of Proposed Solution

AoURN extends URN by defining a joinpoint model for the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) and Use Case Maps (UCMs). All nodes of GRL
graphs and UCMs (with a few exceptions) are joinpoints that can be matched
by pointcut expressions. Pointcut expressions are defined on pointcut graphs and
maps that are matched against the rest of the model. Pointcut graphs and maps
are standard URN diagrams that can also be parameterized for increased matching power by allowing names of modeling elements to contain wildcards and
logical expressions. The goals, behavior, and structure of aspects are defined on
advice graphs and maps which are loosely coupled to pointcut graphs and maps.
Flexible composition rules defined on advice graphs and maps are described
with URN itself and are therefore as expressive as URN and not restricted by
the capabilities of any particular pointcut language (which for example could
only allow standard before/after/around rules).
AoURN’s ability to encapsulate NFRs (major concerns in goal models) in
both model types and also use cases (major concerns in scenario models) in
both model types bridges the gap between goal and scenario models. This gap is
further narrowed by URN traceability links between modeling elements of goal
and scenario aspects.
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Anticipated Contributions

Work items 1-6 related to the fundamental infrastructure for AoURN are nearing
completion. While early results exist for work items 7-10, further research is
required and expected to be completed next year. The remaining items describe
further avenues of research.
1. Extension of the abstract syntax, the concrete syntax, and the semantics of
URN with aspect-oriented concepts
2. Unification of goal/scenario/aspect concepts in one framework
3. Clarification of the relationship between aspects in goal-oriented models and
aspects in scenario-based models within AoURN
4. Composition/visualization of aspects based on the notion of dynamic stubs
(a UCM element that can possibly be generalized to other languages)
5. Flexible composition of aspects only limited by the expressiveness of URN
itself (as opposed to a particular pointcut or composition language)

6. Clarification of the semantics of URN and thus AoURN (as pointcut matching and composition of aspects require precise semantics)
7. Proof of concept by providing tool support for AoURN with jUCMNav [13]
8. Qualitative assessment of AoURN with respect to desirable properties of
aspect-oriented requirements models
9. Quantitative assessment of AoURN based on metrics for aspect-oriented
requirements models adapted for URN and AoURN
10. Clarification of the relationship of aspects, GRL strategies, and UCM scenarios
11. Cataloguing of the common kinds of crosscutting for scenarios and goals as
crosscutting patterns (e.g. interleaving of scenarios)
12. Investigating the applicability of advanced URN research to AoURN (e.g.
feature interaction, business process modelling, performance analysis, product lines, or modeling inherently existing communication aspects in UCM)
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Progress, Methods, and Evaluation

The groundwork for the extension of URN with aspect-oriented concepts has
been laid. A journal paper [11] and workshop papers [10, 12] on Aspect-oriented
Use Case Maps (AoUCM) as well as UCM semantics [9] have been accepted and
the first portions of an AoUCM prototype are now being included into the official
jUCMNav [13] release with the rest following shortly. Papers on the Aspectand Goal-oriented Requirements Language (AoGRL) have been submitted to
conferences. These papers cover the fundamental infrastructure work mentioned
in Sect. 5 and introduce AoURN including its algorithms for pointcut matching
and aspect composition. Furthermore, the papers present small case studies as
well as initial qualitative and quantitative assessments of AoURN.
In general, the research is being evaluated with three methods. First, support
for AoURN is implemented in the open-source tool jUCMNav (the most popular
URN editor) to ensure the feasibility of the proposed notation. Second, AoURN
and URN models for the same system are created with the tool as part of a case
study. Third, qualitative and quantitative assessments of the models are performed in order to compare AoURN with URN and measure any improvements.
The metrics used for the quantitative assessments have been adapted from literature for URN and AoURN models by mapping the notion of component to
aspect, goal graph, and map as well as the notion of operation to select URN
nodes (intentional element, responsibility, stub). The metrics measure separation
of concerns, coupling, lack of cohesion, and size. The metrics so far show that the
complexity of goal graphs and maps in URN is traded against the complexity of
pointcut graphs/maps in AoURN. Overall, however, AoURN outperforms URN
based on the results. Furthermore, AoURN is compared qualitatively with other
aspect-oriented techniques. At this stage, AoUCM has been compared with other
aspect-oriented approaches to scenario-based requirements engineering with respect to the following properties: obliviousness, exhaustive composition rules,
scalability, familiarity, formality, appropriate abstraction level, and reusability.

The results rank AoUCM and metamodel-based aspect composition techniques
using graph transformation formalisms at the top. While AoUCM is only a semiformal notation, graph transformation techniques suffer from lack of familiarity.
Finally, feedback on the proposed research is received through collaboration with
established researchers in the Early Aspects (EA) field and participation in international conferences, workshops, tutorials, etc.
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